The Clean Space Coefficient
Securing a Competitive Advantage in the Programmatic Age

Marketers want to get the most out of programmatic, but the ecosystem
has not yet delivered as promised. One decade in and the promised
competitive advantages are still few and far between.
The good news: A new era is unfolding with more hope as marketers
increasingly take matters into their own hands by insourcing new skills, rightsizing their ad stack and re-imaging how to get the advertising job done.
How will change management be gauged? Which milestone markers tell
advertisers how they are doing? The Clean Space Coefficient answers
these questions with a straightforward approach to measure real progress. It
is made for marketers who want to move the needle faster and
communicate success with more confidence.
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“The most powerful element in advertising is the truth."
-Bill Bernbach

Introduction
Programmatic advertising technology and audience-based media buying
have exploded over the past decade. However, what still eludes most
marketing organizations around the globe is the unmet programmatic
promise to create an enduring competitive advantage.
Given the rapid pace of change, the day-to-day can be quite overwhelming
for a digital marketer. Many technology choices, competing vendor value
propositions, supply chain opacity, talent considerations, persistent
impression and bot fraud, and many artificial obstacles have diminished the
potential for programmatic to drive business outcomes.
As programmatic media spend heads toward $38 billion globally, marketers
are struggling to find this promised land.1 Unfortunately, the grand majority
are stuck in old routines and misguided information. Over their first
programmatic decade, advertisers were guided to use many different tech
vendors from one campaign to the next. These persistent routines have not
only created an unmanageable vendor quagmire but have also resulted in
useless data sets upon which countless hours of analysis ends up yielding
a backlog of unanswered questions, unreliable information and unsatisfied
advertisers.

The lion’s share of programatic spend
will be eaten by avoidable transaction
costs. Do you know where your
working media stands today?

With such a messy underlying foundation, it is no wonder the insights have
not materialized as expected. When answers finally emerge, they are
typically not insightful, unimportant, nonsensical or they are just too good to
be true, thus leaving marketers several steps removed from attaining the
advantages they seek.
As the first era of programmatic is rapidly evolving into the next stage —
where machine learning, bespoke algorithms and data from the Internet of
Things has already arrived — marketing leaders are not only looking to
change their approach but to also gauge their response in a meaningful
way.
1

Magna, Global Advertising Revenue Forecast, June 2016
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IBM: Big Blue says Watson is saving
it a lot of green.
Source: Ad Age, June 2016
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Some will call it a “fresh start” while others call it a “restart”. Either way,
without first establishing viable and understandable programmatic
foundations, brands will struggle to stay relevant as these new marketing
challenges rise up and dominate the new day-to-day.
As leading consultants in the programmatic field, we see the dilemmas,
angst and opportunity for material improvement every day. Along the way,
we have developed a viable way for marketing organizations to clean up the
quagmire and accelerate toward programmatic sophistication with a
simplified scorecard called the Clean Space Coefficient.
When marketers implement and become proficient practitioners of this
straightforward approach, they will get several steps closer to capturing an
enduring competitive advantage and also play a key role in fixing the
programmatic ecosystem. The promise will be met one marketer at a time.

The Clean Space Coefficient
Whether we are engaging in a live client project, or speaking with potential
clients who want to accelerate toward programmatic sophistication, we
always get asked the same question: “What are you seeing out there?”
For the most part, every advertiser is in the same boat when it comes to
using programmatic as a new way to get the advertising job done, but how
they get to the finish line is different in almost every case. All things
considered, we routinely see seven common characteristics that stick out
the most:

1

Marketers have many questions that programmatic should be able
to answer, but they have gotten few good answers or none at all.

2

The approaches in use today to get good, reliable answers are
insufficient — leaving more questions than answers.

3

4

Marketers are not asking enough or the right questions because
they are too often told: "that's impossible, that data is not
available”.
Most marketing organizations intend to have what is commonly
referred to as an Ad Tech Stack but have a Vendor Quagmire
instead.
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5

A marketing organization’s Vendor Quagmire will almost always
lead to very messy data, so it is no wonder that all those important
questions either go unanswered or result in misleading
information.

6

Vendor Quagmires happen because too many different vendors
are unnecessarily used for seemingly different campaigns, which
either leads to, or is the cause of, uncontrolled Vendor Sprawl.
In other words, when a new vendor stack is created for each
campaign or line of business, the advertiser ends up with a
cobbled tech and data stack time and time again.

7

Programmatic media Cost Waterfall is driven by all the vendors
participating in it, leading to three types of marketer situations:
1. Those who want to know their cost waterfall and resulting
working media in detail and have a mandate to do so
2. Those who are too overwhelmed, under-resourced or stuck
with misaligned partner incentives, thus making it very difficult
to overturn stones that would otherwise provide insights and
efficiency
3. Those who want the detail, but do not have the mandate and
resources to get it

The Vicious Cycle
These seven common characteristics form a vicious cycle that puts
distance between how programmatic is actually working out for marketers
today versus how it should be working to meet its potential as an effective
marketing tool. Diagram A below summarizes why this costly cycle must
first be broken in order for programmatic to reach its potential, which is
precisely where the Clean Space Coefficient (CSC) comes in handy.
Diagram A: Vicious Cycle
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Any marketing team can deploy this system today to quantify project
momentum, break the vicious cycle and move from suboptimal routines
and insufficient outcomes toward learning organizations that create an
enduring competitive advantage.
The CSC framework is based upon an easy-to-understand, yet powerful,
math formula that utilizes three attainable variables within every marketer’s
reach.

Since it is presumed that marketers get new knowledge as they get more
answers to their growing list of questions, the same formula can also be
expressed with Knowledge in the numerator:

In either case, each of the three variables is related to one another as
referenced in the Vicious Cycle diagram. For example, running
programmatic media with many different vendors across seemingly different
campaigns causes a high degree of Vendor Sprawl, leading to a quagmire
of tags and messy data. When this unreliable data is used to answer
questions, the results are typically wonky answers and unclear measures of
advertising success. Not only does this cycle inevitably lead to an inability
to answer important questions, but it also diminishes the real potential of
programmatic as a tool to gain knowledge about advertising execution and
underlying business outcomes. Unfortunately, this sad outcome leaves
marketers grasping for knowledge and coming up empty handed in most
cases.
Lastly, with so many vendors having their hands on the advertiser’s
checkbook (transparently or not), working media suffers from constant
downward pressure. With such an economic condition in place, the
supporting ecosystem ends up getting impression rich while advertisers
end up working media poor.
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The supply chain gets impression
rich, advertisers become working
media poor.
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Such an economic trade-off makes little sense for advertisers. Yet at the
same time, it is incentivized by them because the grand majority of the
programmatic supply chain makes a living on a percentage of media basis.
As such, various ecosystem players are constantly aiming to maximize the
volume of impressions running through their programmatic pipes in order to
force downward pressure on marginal cost, thus providing needed
profitability support for what may be a tenuous financial situation in certain
cases.
The key insight here is not to say that pricing on a percentage of media
basis cannot work out for both buyers and sellers as an easy-tounderstand pricing model. In fact, it can work really well, but only when
advertisers and their selected partners find a better, cleaner way to take
advertisers from programmatic poverty to working media wealth.

Breaking Down Clean Space Coefficients
Quantifying these realities into a compact math formula is only useful for
marketers if it can be put it into action today. In order to do just that, we first
need to break down the CSC framework into an easy-to-understand
systematic approach.
First and foremost, we will illustrate an easy way to turn the Questions
Answered variable into a quantifiable tool. After that, we will describe a 4step approach to quantify Vendor Sprawl and then we will connect it to
waterfall costs and working media using activity-based cost accounting.
Lastly, we will illustrate three scorecard use cases that marketers can lean
into as communication examples and show how to move the needle
toward using programmatic effectiveness as a competitive advantage.

The Master Curiosity List
Whether you are a CPG marketer doing brand advertising to unite online
ads with offline sales, or a direct response advertiser aiming to grow sales
online and/or offline, you probably have a list of questions to which you
would like actionable data-driven answers. And since programmatic is a
totally data-driven discipline, as shown in Diagram B, you believe its
promise can be best met by turning all that data into information and the
information into insights for better and faster decisions.
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Move up from programmatic poverty
to working media wealth.
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Diagram B: Data Paradigm

For example, marketers would like satisfying answers to questions such as:
• How many ads out of 100 can be determined as "useful" for my
customers?
• Does making a user aware actually turn into sales?
• When my ads attract valuable first-time visitors, what happens
later?
• What is the causal incremental lift of retargeting overall? Does
retargeting actually work?
• What are the features describing site visitors for online and offline
converters?
• Which portion of my audience segment is actually performing?
• Does an increased match rate between online and offline users
create more than a proportional effect on performance and sales?
• If Facebook and Google are getting 85% of my digital budget, does
the other 15% punch above its weight class?
When a marketing team forms its own particular and exhaustive list, we call
it the Master Curiosity List. The first thing to note about such a list is to
actually have one and keep it up-to-date. Although we recommend keeping
it to your top 10 or 20 questions, it can also be longer or shorter. What
matters most is for the marketing organization to create it, own it, prioritize it
and publish it across stakeholders to ensure that it is all-inclusive.
The second important factor is to consistently track how many of the
questions have been answered over a given time period. For example,
knowing that the marketing team and the associated tech stack partners
have answered 10 out of 20 questions becomes very meaningful for
leadership to communicate progress and knowledge momentum. It should
not matter if just a few, or perhaps no questions, have been answered in
the beginning of the project. However, what does matter, is knowing where
the marketing team stands today with respect to the finish line.
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Master Curiosity List
Originates from, and is answered by,
curious minds.
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Lastly, for each answered question, marketing leadership should take an
additional step by asking and answering:
• Has each question been answered using a fact-based, wellstructured and hypotheses-driven approach?
• Are we satisfied with the answers?
• Is each one sufficient or just window dressing?
Most importantly, for each given answer, it is critical to ask: “By how much
could we be wrong and how much might it change our answer?” After all,
you could be a little bit wrong resulting in very different implications, or you
could be a lot wrong, but your current answer is sufficient enough to
provide valuable new knowledge in the next decision making cycle.
As a rule of thumb, if a data-driven answer does not pass the following
litmus test, then you should probably dig a bit deeper to ensure that it can
be used as reliable information.
1. A little bit wrong, but the answer is still valid: Leadership has set a
working media goal at 75%. You spend $50M per year programmatically,
and the working media percentage has been calculated at 20%. In such
a case, the actual working media could be 15% or 25%, but the wasted
working media dollars terms will nonetheless be quite substantial.
2. Way off the mark, go back to the drawing board: You run a brand
awareness campaign and use in-banner surveys in order to get faster
statistics compared to old school awareness lift studies, which tend to
be quite expensive and non-optimizable. The campaign generates
enough responses to get good statistics, which show awareness lift at
60%, which seems high. Since it is hard to believe this number, you look
to see if awareness lift is influenced by virtue of serving survey
impressions to users for the brand in question. As it turns out, survey
impressions explain almost all the variation in awareness lift.
3. A little bit wrong, but small tolerances are enough to change the
answer: You run an A/B test to see if retargeting provides lift (or not) in
the lower funnel. The hypothesis is that retargeting creates incremental
sales but you need 1000 conversions to get good statistics. You run the
test and the stats indicate that lower funnel retargeting provides a 10%
relative lift in conversion probability. However, this calculation comes from
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Don’t boil the ocean. You already
know what you need to know.
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only 500 conversions, so you can only be 70% confident in the result.
The true lift could be way lower or way higher, but you cannot know until
you know.
4. Your answer seems way off the mark, but not by enough to
change the implications: You spend $100 million on total display and
video – $50 million programmatically and the other $50 million on old
school site-direct insertion orders via a media agency. When you moved
the $50 million of programmatic spend to an in-house system last year,
working media increased from 20% to 70%, saving millions in the
process. Now you want to shift the other $50 million from direct-site
spend to programmatic or automated because you believe technology
and new processes can make it happen, but you need an investment
case to convince stakeholders. So you look to industry transparency
reports on rebates, markups, arbitrage margins, etc. but you still have to
make education assumptions on the amount of markups and other
hidden fees. You conclude by calculating site-direct working media at
30% (lots of hands on that money too). It could be 10% or 40%, but
either way, your media budget is unnecessarily inefficient. Not to
mention, the disparate nature of multiple site direct buys create additional
and unnecessary manual costs, thus exacerbating an already messy
vendor quagmire.

Quantifying Vendor Sprawl
Quantifying Vendor Sprawl takes a bit of work so it should be done with
much attention to detail and with a knowing pair of forensic eyes. We
recommend approaching it like a puzzle – find the corners first, look for
clear signs of matching colors and patterns, and then fill in the blanks.

In the past five years, 42% of
marketers have installed more than
10 individual solutions across
marketing, data, analytics or
customer engagement technologies,
and 9% have brought on more than
20 individual tools or solutions.

When you get down to it, you will find that quantifying Vendor Sprawl is
mostly a binary exercise because as an advertiser, you either spent money
with a particular vendor over a given time period or not. We use the term
“mostly” because it is only binary for the costs you can actually see on a
vendor invoice. The exercise becomes less binary when it comes down to
costs that advertisers either cannot see or find due to transparency issues
such as mark-ups, rebates, hidden arbitrage or because of insufficient
verification data on viewability, invalid traffic and unsuitable targeting.2

Source: CMO Council, March 2017

2

An Independent Study of Media Transparency in the U.S. Advertising Industry
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In such cases, you can either dismiss what you don’t know or model out
what these additional hidden charges might be using cost accounting and
indirect tracing methods. In any case, we recommend a 4-step process to
quantify Vendor Sprawl:
1. What did we spend in a given time period?
2. Which vendor spent it?
3. Have we categorized it enough?
4. Does it add up?
Lastly, the analysis should be exhaustive to the extent that all vendors are
placed in no more than five categories, such as Transaction Costs, Value
Adds, Managed Service, Measurement, and so on. Doing this last step
helps later when rolling up the numbers into a cost waterfall model.

Waterfall Costing and Working Media
Developing a Waterfall Cost model that results in an accurate reflection of
working media is not a trivial matter. The good news is that the work done
to quantify Vendor Sprawl helps pave the way toward a good model.
The non-trivial part has to do with two activity-based cost accounting
factors that can have a material impact on resulting working media:
1. Understanding and adjusting for gross vs. net costs
2. The order of cascading waterfall calculations
The other key factors to consider are deciding on what to include or
exclude in the model and making sure not to double count certain costs.
And above all else, there is an extremely important psychological or political
factor to anticipate, which is why some marketing organizations simply “do
not want to touch this subject”. If it turns out that programmatic working
media is dismally low, which is the reality in many cases, then marketing
leadership may not want to socialize this fact. In other cases, assertive and
curious marketers with an unambiguous ambition to succeed with
programmatic tools will not only want to know the detailed answer but also
embrace the opportunity as an accurate benchmark from which future
savings can be measured, justified and communicated.
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When waterfall cost accounting is
done correctly, it pays big dividends
for budget owners, but particularly for
those marketers who live or die by
Zero-Based Budgeting.
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Diagram C below summarizes a typical cost waterfall divided into two
parts:

Managed Service Costs

Control Costs

Incurred independent of using
internal or external resources
for campaign planning,
execution and reporting.

Incurred due to a lack of
upstream control over
managed services and ad
stack partners.

The dismal working media picture illustrated in Diagram C is the unfortunate
reality for most marketers. What is perhaps more unfortunate is thinking
“how can that be” or “can it really be that bad”? After all, when industry
associations have illustrated similar contexts resulting in ~40% working
media, a marketing leader could come to the conclusion that only a few
small tweaks to the status quo are needed and voila, working media
increases to some socially tolerable level.3
Diagram C: Typical Programmatic Waterfall Cost

Getting your cost waterfall model right is critical in order to swiftly move up
the programmatic knowledge curve toward more sophisticated campaign
executions, reduced risk, improved resource alignment and ultimately a
privileged competitive advantage.

3

WFA guide to What Every Advertiser Should Know about Media Markets
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While we commend such important high-level analysis as meaningful and
directionally correct, it would be misleading to apply the generalized market
case to the individual marketer’s situation. The only way to know for sure is
to research and run a no nonsense and detailed analysis that correctly
reflects the all the context, constraints and justifiable accounting
adjustments.
Lastly, it is important to note that the cost waterfall exercise should not stop
after getting your first view on overall aggregated spend across a single
brand or portfolio of brands. Getting to this first working media benchmark
should be viewed as just that – the first milestone.
The next milestone — and an extremely important one — is to learn how to
manage waterfall cost at the campaign level. In our experience, campaignlevel waterfall implementation should only be done after reducing vendor
sprawl down to the necessary partners – nothing more, nothing less.
When this is done, we call the remaining conjoined parts a Lean Ad and
Data Stack if it meets seven criteria that should be treated as trade-offs:

1

Optimal Number of Tech Partners

2

Maximum Potential for Performance

3

Connectable Parts

4

Easily Extensible

5

Exists in a Clean Space

6

Team-Stack Fit

7

Minimal Operating Costs
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While the first five criteria are quite straightforward and easily understood,
the last one, “Team-Stack Fit”, deserves some additional context. In
essence, without Team-Stack Fit, the managers and operators of the stack
will likely suffer from a counterproductive disconnect that slows down
progress and limits the advertiser’s ability to push the envelope on
sophisticated campaign executions.
A good way to comprehend this important factor is to understand that an
advertiser does not necessarily buy or procure ad and data tech. It actually
hires it. Just like hiring any employee, there is a formal interview process to
test areas such as knowledge, skill, intelligence, experience and so on. But
in most hiring situations, the process does not stop there. What plays
perhaps the biggest role is candidate-culture fit. This is why we
recommend hiring an ad and data stack with similar rigor, qualifiers and
process. When you do, you will close the loop on team-stack fit and
increase your chances for accelerated success.

Clean Space Coefficient: The Bad, Good, and Great
Now that the three components of the Clean Space Coefficient have been
described, we can put them together to illustrate some example outcomes
by plugging numbers into Bad, Good and Great use cases.
As a rule-of-thumb, a CSC score equal to zero means zero questions have
been answered or the score cannot be calculated because one or more
variables are missing.

CSC Score = 0
CSC Score < 1
1 > CSC Score > 2
CSC Score > 2

No Answers or Missing Variables
The Quagmire Zone
Stable, Good Starting Point
The Gold Standard

CSC Formula

CSC scores less than one can be defined as insufficient and indicate that
much work is required to turn things around. As indicated by the formula, if
you have less answered questions than vendors, your CSC score will be
below one. When a marketing organization find itself in this state, we refer
to it as being in the Quagmire Zone.
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A CSC score greater than one, but less than two, is considered stable and
an ideal starting point to accelerate future gains. Lastly, a CSC score over
two is excellent and referred to as “The Gold Standard.”

The Bad Case
A marketing team assembled its top 20 questions into a Master Curiosity
List six months ago and has since answered 10 of the 20 questions, but
only 5 of them have been answered to the satisfaction of relevant
stakeholders. The team dug deep into the company’s vendor usage and
found that 40 vendors were used across seemingly different campaign
executions. Lastly, the team developed a cost waterfall model indicating
working media at 40%. Therefore, this advertiser’s CSC score is just 0.05.
However, had the team vetted the waterfall model, actual working media
would be 20% instead of 40%, thus putting this advertiser’s score at 0.025,
which is highly insufficient.

A starting point is neither good nor
bad, but it is a starting point
nonetheless.

Scorecard Assessment: There is much work to be done to correct this
advertiser’s situation, starting with a surgical elimination of vendor sprawl,
which will drive positive knock-on effects to working media, thus boosting
the CSC score toward stability and future improvement.

Bad Case = [ 5÷40 ] x 20% = 0.025

The Good Case
A marketing team assembled its Top 40 questions into a Master Curiosity
List eight months ago and has since answered 20 of the questions to the
satisfaction of relevant stakeholders.
The team dug deep into the company’s vendor roster and found that 25
vendors were used across five categorized job areas. Since 15 were found
to have redundant offerings and/or unreliable support teams, marketing
leadership decided to eliminate them, leaving 10 core vendors as trusted
partners.
Lastly, an initial waterfall cost model was developed and vetted resulting in
20% working media. After the reduction to 10 partners, the marketing team
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was able to implement key quick win governance policies and boost
working media to 50% resulting in a CSC score of exactly 1.0.
Good Case = [ 20÷10 ] x 50% = 1.0

Scorecard Assessment: In this case, the learnings and quick wins have
led to real momentum. Even though there is still work to be done to get the
CSC score above 1.0 and working media to a stretch goal of 75%, the
team can now begin to communicate the value of change to the senior
executive team and other stakeholders. One could imagine the email
communication subject line as:
“Programmatic knowledge increased by 40x”
or
“Our clean space momentum gains 40x impact”

The Great Case

The marketing team assembled its Top 30 questions into a Master Curiosity
List six months ago and has since answered 20 questions to the glowing
satisfaction of all relevant stakeholders. Not only has the learning been fast
and furious, but they now possess a scorecard by which to judge success.
Team spirit and united ambition reached an all-time high.
When the team dug deep into their company’s vendor sprawl consisting of
42 habitual vendors, it was cause for real alarm and self-reflection. Once
the team identified all the operational redundancy across the combined
vendor set, they leaned into a case-based RFP process and ended up
eliminating 80% of the mess. The remaining 7 vendors formed their new
partner brain trust. In fact, they actually eliminated the word “vendor” from
their collective vocabulary and replaced it with a well-defined sense of
“partnership”. In other words, they hired partners who also had the right
technology instead of buying or procuring their services.
When this well-led team got to work on the cost waterfall model, no stone
was left unturned. They knew it was not going to be pretty and it wasn’t.
With a clear CMO mandate — “break everything down and build it back up
fast” — they ended up calculating a dismally low working media at just
10%.
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Did anyone get in trouble?
No. In fact, the opposite happened.
They celebrated the discovery as a
massive opportunity instead of
something they should fear.
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With vendor sprawl reduced down to 8 partners, the marketing team was
able to implement a series of quick win governance policies and kick off an
entirely new data-driven audience planning process from scratch. Working
media shot up to 70% over just a few months and their CSC score jumped
to an astounding 2.0 — they reached the “Gold Standard”.
Scorecard Assessment: Because the team dug deep to learn more
about their programmatic quagmire and made such decisive changes so
quickly, they now had a good chance to answer their most pressing
questions with much more confidence. They were now able to use
programmatic to create and widen their competitive advantage.
Moreover, all the upstream changes lead to incredibly valuable downstream
control and knowledge over a very short time period. And the fact that the
company is now able to show millions every year in proven working media
savings was the cherry on top.

The most profound discovery of all:
What seemed impossible and daunting at the outset turned out
to be much less painful, and the payoff so much quicker than
others had warned.
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Afterword: The Quagmire Coefficient
The original inspiration for this topic started as “The Quagmire Coefficient”
because the word quagmire is the one that we come across so often in the
field. In essence, The Quagmire Coefficient is simply the reciprocal of the
Clean Space Coefficient – the latter should be maximized and the former
should be minimized. Depending on the marketing organization’s culture,
either one can be used as a scorecard to measure change.
As Programmatic Resource Planning consultants, we are tasked every day
to dig deep with fact-finding, understanding the client’s programmaticculture fit, building investment cases and setting up viable systems to prove
the value of change. In every case, after digging into our client’s past
experience with the programmatic ecosystem, we typically find a quagmire
of disjointed implementations, tangled tags, inconsistent processes and so
many other unseen aspects that create a fine line between success and
failure. As such, these very expensive and counterproductive approaches
set up a clear case for change across the grand majority of big budget
brand advertisers today.
Admittedly, there always exist many important marketing investments and
initiatives against an ever-present backdrop of competing priorities, politics
and profit pressure, and gaining a foundation for programmatic excellence
should certainly be one of them. Moreover, with programmatic quickly
eating into all things digital, not to mention TV, Radio, and OOH, there has
never been a more important time to master it as a primary discipline and
turn that knowledge into an enduring competitive advantage.
While getting to that goal should be the main priority, all the financial gains
accruing from continuous working media savings should be viewed as icing
on the cake. That said, we have yet to find a capital asset investment in the
marketing world that beats investing in programmatic operational changes.
In most cases, particularly with big brand programmatic spenders, the net
present value and corresponding internal rate of return on media savings
are generally outstanding.
And just as described in the Great Case, not only are the required changes
less painful than the perception shaped by status quo, they are also very
manageable and can be rapidly accelerated starting today by using
simplified scorecard methods such as the Clean Space Coefficient.
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Outstanding financial returns on
low hanging fruit.
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In summary, big brands who either spend a lot programmatically or plan on
spending more over time have a massive opportunity to set firm
foundations today. The only thing that stands in the way is change. In some
cases, the changes can happen very quickly. In other more severe cases,
the changes will take more time.
Either way, new competitive advantages are for the taking. All it takes is a
thoughtful plan and the organizational will to get to the finish line at an
accelerated pace. And once it is captured, the same learning system that
created the advantage can be increasingly relied on to overcome all the
new age marketing challenges to come.

About Labmatik
Labmatik is the Programmatic Resource Planning company. Our primary
mission is to accelerate advertiser sophistication and usage of
programmatic technology resulting in an enduring competitive advantage.
Programmatic Resource Planning is a set of frameworks, strategies and
operational tools allowing for clean space measurement and repeatable
outcome-driven processes.
Labmatik has proven success in the field working with CPG, Travel,
Finance and Retail companies. Our approach works equally well across
geographies from our home base North American market, to China, Europe
and the Middle East. Good ideas with relentless execution tend to work
everywhere.
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